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Thus, for those who have installed Chew-WGA, the
official activation prompt may not appear on the

next activation of Windows 7, but users are
advised to take immediate action to have their

system activated before it gets locked up. Chew-
WGA, however, also had the other side effect of

not retaining the original Windows 7 registry value
of the system. It seems that Chew-WGA disables

the system WGA system, so the activation system
value is still there. When the user tries to activate
Windows 7, the activation system value is gone,
and a message “this computer is not activated”
appears. Wat Remover is a similar Windows 7
crack which is designed to test the security

resistance of various software protections built
into Windows 7. The main difference between Wat

Remover and Chew-WGA, is that Wat Remover
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has been designed not to make permanent
changes to Windows 7 Registry but to make

permanent adjustments for the OEM keys. This is
the effect of what happens when an activated

copy of Windows 7, via a softmod or hardmod (i.e.
loader or bios-mod), is removed or activated.

There is no evidence that these types of
softwares, including loader or BIOS mod, can be
completely circumvented, or that only softwares
for which activation is no longer required can be
installed. Other types of softwares may also be
affected and disappear. There are also reports

that Windows 7 activation crack Chew WGA also
changes the registry to disable keys and keys and

properties of boot control process to allow the
system boot after the activation kick-in

successfully disable.
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For the past week, I've been trying out different
methods in Loader 1.11.5 (Dec 17) WGA, and not
much have changed since version 1.11.4 due to

multiple fixes by Microsoft released few days
before. Take the time to familiarize yourself with
the methods of non-loader crack detection. If you

are really interested in forwading the hardest
problems to break through and crack Windows 7,

a more experienced and more capable hacker
may have a better idea. Either ways, I find the

methods used are similar, and will require
modifications or further steps to make a drive-by

or stand-alone system non-loader cracker, for
instance, it is a good idea to use the copy of non-
loader crack for testing patch removal. To begin

with, first time I tried out the Chew-WGA, the
online activation is actually working, and removed

the legitimate copy of Windows 7. I got to know
that it is possible to use two methods of removing

activation. One is to fully remove the Win7
activation component, and the second is to
remove only the loading components, while
leaving activation components such as Shell,
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Action Center etc. The process is detailed in the
manual in part 3, but there is still no guarantees if

it works. A user who doesn’t have an activated
Windows 7 license can use Chew-WGA to disable
the Windows activation and WGA, and defer the

activation to the next Window 7 regular install, so
that the license will be activated in subsequent

installation. Some users reported they had
installed the WATU which was made available

online, and Windows 7 normally loads the
activation process on first boot. After WATU

performed its patching, when the user tried to
open install files that require a new activation,
Windows 7 would simply block that action, and

would show a message that “this computer is not
activated”. 5ec8ef588b
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